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The Iraq quagmire deepens
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John Howard and the Liberal Party have
committed more Australian servicemen and women
to the war in Iraq – folly at best, or servitude to the
USA at its worst.
In classic guerrilla warfare there can be no end
to the resistance, until the moral or physical defeat
of the invader – no
matter how long it
takes.
Other nations, like
Holland, Spain, and the
Ukraine
have
withdrawn their troops
from this destructive
guerrilla war.
Commitment
of
more troops exposes
the ever-present servile
psyche in Liberal Party politicians towards foreign
interests; solidarity with American warmongers –
inevitably to the cost of Australian Defence Force
personnel, and eventually to all Australians.
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The invading US forces have used depleted
uranium weapons throughout wide areas of Iraq.
Exposure results in radioactive sicknesses,
leukaemia, and cancers – it’s a pollutant of death.
Australians have been deployed in areas that are
heavily polluted, where Dutch forces have already
experienced
widespread
radioactive-induced
sickness.
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The UN has called for depleted uranium
munitions to be banned. The cleaning up of this
toxic waste is process that is well beyond the
capacity of military forces in a conflict zone. Yet,
normal life cannot exist where it has contaminated.
But none of this is of any concern to the
Howard-Downer-Hill clique – they repeat the
Fraser-Chipp attitude to Agent Orange in an earlier
American war.
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The media has exposed that the Americans had
made a decision to go to war no matter what, and
would lie to do so. False information tying Iraq to
biological weapons, weapons of mass destruction,
and to terrorist group Al-Qaeda was given as the
basis of the deceit used to justify invading Iraq.
Weapons inspectors, both before and after the
invasion, found no such capacity or connections.
An investigation is needed to find out if Liberal
Party politicians deliberately deceived the
Australian people, and – if confirmed – to question
their fitness for public office.
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The Howard Government’s participation in the
unprovoked attack on Iraq is a prima facie case for
charges of war crimes. The United Nations has
clearly stated this war is illegal, and no mandate for
war was ever issued by the Australian people.
For Australians, the participation of the ADF
under Howard is a cause of national shame, that can
only be cleansed from the national consciousness by
a calling to account of politicians before a Royal
Commission.
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Join us. Send a donation. Get involved!
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